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At first glance I wanted nothing to do with this flick. The reason? I tried a couple porn/horror crossover films in the early 2000’s (one was Porn of the Dead,
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can’t recall the other) and absolutely hated them. It’s like hamburgers and pickles to me. I love hamburgers, I like pickles, but I don’t like pickles on my

fucking burger! Same with porn and horror, love em both, they just don’t work together. So I was thinking “dear God, no!” when Justin handed me this disc,

but looking over the back cover made it sound much better. First off, it’s old school porn from 1984, one of the last shot on film as everything was starting to

go video. Back then they were at least somewhat creative with the parodies. They focused on comedy and sex. I found the newer films to be more centered

on shock and sickness value, and who wants that when trying to rub one out? So, does this film work on either level? I’ll tell ya if ya want to pull up a seat and

stick with it through the stories and anecdotes.

First thing to get me hyped for this, it stars Taija Rae! I’ve had a thing for her ever since the first box cover I saw before I was old enough to rent it myself. I’ve

enjoyed her whole career also, from the early brunette with some extra meat to the blonde sexpot she became in the 90’s. Her scenes have always been hot to

me, even with shitty co-stars like Jerry Butler and Marc Wallice. Dudes like that are usually bone killers for me; I understand chicks fuck nasty scurvy guys all

the time, that doesn’t mean I want to watch! The best thing was watching her fuck herself skinny though. Good thing there wasn’t any Tony Moss from

Showgirls telling her to “come back when you’ve fucked off some of that baby fat”, instead we got to see her fuck it off! O.K., so fucking far off track now…

where am I? Oh yes. The Shit!

“The producers have made this motion picture to express

their strong belief in the existence of the supernatural and in the reality of other dimensions and unseen realms”. Oh no, they did not go there with the pre-film

warning! This shit is real G! The credits start “Presenting the Sensational Mr. J as the Hot Star”, could you sound more gay? We jump right to a Mr. J show.

Taija is a fan, her boyfriend (Dick Howard) isn’t, but they’re both there and so are we. J is a blatant rip of Michael Jackson (if you haven’t put Driller and

Thriller together yet, then the kiddie game is down the street!) right down to the sparkling glove and red leather jacket. The song we are “treated to” starts off

sounding just like Billy Jean, but then takes a most horrible turn when the singing starts. I wanted to post a link to this video, but it’s not up anywhere I can find.

Worst thing is despite this song sucking massive moose cock, I woke up with it stuck in my fucking head this morning! It’s taken an hour or so of Beastie

Boys, Tankard, Method Man, GBH, Gang Green and Esham to get it out, and now it’s right back as I scan though the film again to get screenshots! Fuck!

Anyway, completely unrelated, but I have a theory as to who this mysterious Mr. J really is, so bear with me

as I expose potential gayness on myself. One fun part of having that someone special in your life is trying new things, like TV shows. It’s all compromise. She

watches First 48 and Football with me; I watch some shit I hate to, and usually don’t, admit to with her. So I’m gonna drop a bomb on myself for the sake of

comedy and detectiveness. I have seen at least one entire episode of America’s Next Top Model with Tyra Banks. Ouch, that didn’t hurt quite as bad as I

thought, but still stings. Anyway, there’s a queen on there called Miss J. They bear a resemblance, the ages are about right (although Miss J’s DOB is

unknown), the names are almost identical, and I can’t find anything about what Miss J was doing before 1991. Methinks I found out what he was doing after

all! Thankfully J is a non-sex role here (and the only credit for this name on IAFD). Not sure why the marquee out front of the concert says “XXX” on one

side and “Driller” on the other. Maybe Driller is the name of the band or the dancers? Or maybe J is also known as Driller? Anyway, after the show Taija and

Rick do a little comedy routine outside before heading back to her place. He couldn’t be any more dorky, and while she’s supposed to be dorky as well with

her thick-rimmed glasses, she just always comes off sexy. Even playing up that horrid Jersey accent she’s hot!
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Begin corny and horrible dialogue. While Taija plays the “no

Dan, that’s uncomfortable. Hurry up” not into the sex card; he plays it as dorky as possible. ‘Check out this big hard cock I got for you Louise”. I’ve seen this

act with her and Ron Jeremy, and it had some hot fucking to follow. That means this had potential to be a great scene, but alas fell to what has scourged the

porn industry for so many decades, bad editing! I’ve never been into the all close-up style of porn; I prefer either seeing everything or POV angles. Do gay

guys even like nutsack close-ups? Nearly all we get here is insertion close-ups. Her acting like she doesn’t want or like it doesn’t help either. If I was going to

try and stroke to this flick, I would quit during the first scene. Even when he sticks his dick in her mouth to finish it’s boring. It’s kinda funny how she starts

saying shit “oh Dan, you got it all over my glasses, you even got some up my nose”. Really? All I see is a drop on your chin, and your glasses are only frames

with no lenses! Where’s the stunt cock when you need it? A girl who looks this good deserves more than a measly drop. To quote Chris Walken from True

Romance: “what I have to offer you, that’s as good as it’s gonna get, and it won’t ever get that good again”. So as porno, this movie fails miserably. Here’s

hoping the sheer absurdity and comedy can salvage something else.

So Dan leaves and Taija drifts off to sleep. Soon her room is invaded by zombie dancer girls and eventually

Miss, I mean Mr. J himself. This turns into another music video pretty much, for the title track. “It’s just a Driller, in the night. Come closer to me baby, I will

treat you right”. Almost sounds like Thriller. Then, like the Thriller video, he turns into a werewolf, only this werewolf has a huge cock that spins like a drill,

complete with sound effects. He goes to have his way and while she says no, she’s spreading herself open for it. Another comical, but not hot sex scene

follows, climaxing with him cumming blood. He then brings her to his castle. Deep in the dungeons we find Esmerelda and the Hunchback. While he “whips”

her, she plays with herself until finally squirting. I guess she was supposed to be the original squirter, but I’ve always been partial to Fallon who came along

later. This is intercut with other doings transpiring in the dungeon, like a couple of gold painted lesbians with light-up dildos, and what the credits say is “Blonde

Virgin” (Cassandra Leigh) being de-virginized by a couple of hooded dudes. Unfortunately, all this lacks sexiness and comedy. The hunchback’s bad mask is

kind of comical, but I don’t think it’s supposed to be.

Taija is making her way through the dungeons, looking for a way out but continues to lose pieces of her nightgown to everything she encounters. She ends up

in a room where a zombie bride and groom are going at it. Then we get another dance number with J and his crew, and suddenly it’s an orgy of people

wearing president masks. Too bad about the masks, Renee Summers is pretty hot without it, notasomuch with it. That’s fine, it turns back to comedy with

Dick Nixon fucking one of the golden lesbos with his nose before trying other parts, all the while with a running dialogue. “I’m fucking everyone, again! They

don’t call me Tricky Dick for nothing”
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After another short dance number from J and posse, it’s

Taija and four zombies. Again she acts like she doesn’t want it, but seems to be into it when it gets going. Once more, it could’ve been a hot scene but for the

editing. Eventually Taija wakes up and it seems it was all a dream, but when J rings her bell saying his limo broke down outside it’s not so sure. Eerie zoom in

and roll credits. The film works as comedy I’d say, even though it drags in spots. The porn stuff just doesn’t measure up despite some great female talent. It’s

still worth having around just for the novelty of it. Fun new artwork on the cover, but I prefer the original even though this is a better representation of the

content. Just ironic that it’s reverse of what usually happens, where a painting is replaced with a picture. Probably not going to find this to rent, but check it out.
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